Abstract. This paper explores causally consistent distributed services when multiple related services are replicated to meet performance and availability requirements. This consistency criterion is particularly well suited for distributed services such as cooperative document sharing, and it is attractive because of the efficient implementations that are allowed by it. A new protocol for implementing causally consistent services is presented. It allows service instances to be created and deleted dynamically according to service access patterns in the distributed system. It also handles the case where different but related services are replicated independently. Another novel aspect of this protocol lies in its ability to use both push and pull mechanisms for disseminating updates to objects that encapsulate service state.
Introduction
Services that are accessed by widely distributed clients are becoming common place (e.g., especially services targeted to the home). Such services cannot be provided at the required level of performance and availability without replicating the service at multiple nodes of a distributed system. In fact, it is desirable to have an instance of the service located in a neighbourhood of clients so access latency and communication costs can be reduced. Since the replicated service instances should still function as one logical service, coordination among service instances is required for correct operation. In this paper, we are interested in developing an adaptive protocol for distributed services that allows service instances to be created and deleted dynamically to match the service access patterns. We consider systems where services are encapsulated within objects; in that way, the state of a service is defined by the state of the corresponding objects (we will use the words service and object interchangeably). Three main issues have to be addressed in such a context.
• Internal consistency of a service. Replicated instances of a given service must be coordinated in order for the service to be consistent for its users. This is the classical problem of consistency among the replicas of an object.
• Adaptivity of a service. In order to reduce access cost, instances of a given service (i.e., copies of an object) can be created or deleted dynamically. As indicated previously, many clients in a neighbourhood may frequently access a service that does not have an instance close to them. It should be possible to create a new service instance at a server node close to these clients. On the other hand, when a service instance is not used much, it may be desirable to delete this instance to reduce the cost of coordination among the service instances.
• Mutual consistency among a set of services. Services are mutually related because one service may depend on another one. This means that due to client actions, the state of a service can be made dependent on the state of another one (e.g., updating an object from the value of another one). Mutual consistency considers a collection of related services and defines consistency across a set of such services.
applications [1, 4] , and (2) protocols that implement CC require only weak synchronization that permits the design of efficient implementations. Thus, in this paper we explore the design of a protocol that can be used to provide causally consistent distributed services.
The following are the main contributions of the paper:
• Design of an adaptive protocol that allows service instances to be created and deleted dynamically at potential servers (e.g., according to the load and the access patterns of the service).
• Investigation of CC for a set of inter-related services when the services are independently replicated. In other words, related services may run on different sets of server nodes.
This paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 defines causal consistency for distributed services. Section 3 presents the system architecture. Section 4 describes the protocol implementing causal consistency for a collection of related distributed services. Section 5 compares the proposed approach with previous works. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
Causal consistency
CC, which is based on causality in distributed systems [6] , has been explored in a number of contexts [1, 2, 10, 11] . These papers discuss several applications which execute correctly with the consistency guarantees provided by CC.
We consider a system composed of a finite set of sequential processes (nodes) s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n which interact through a finite set O of shared objects. Each object x ∈ O can be accessed by a read or a write operation. A write into an object defines a new value for the object; a read allows a process to obtain a value of the object. The execution of a write operation that assigns the value v into object x is denoted w(x)v (for simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume all values written into an object are different). The execution of a read operation of the object x, that returns value v is denoted r(x)v. An execution history (or simply a history) of the system is a partial orderĤ = (H, → H ) such that:
• op1 → H op2 (op1 is causally ordered before op2) if: Two operations op1 and op2 are concurrent inĤ if ¬(op1 → H op2) and ¬(op2 → H op1).
CC requires that operations read values of objects that are not causally overwritten. More precisely, if operation op2 = r(x)v reads a value written by operation op1 (i.e., op1 = w(x)v), it should not be the case that there exists another operation op3, such that op3 is an operation on x with a value different from v and op1 → H op3 and op3 → H op2. In other words, the value read by op2 has not been overwritten by another operation that causally follows op1 and precedes op2. This definition of CC allows each process to view the execution of its operations with respect to update operations of other processes in an order that respects causality. Concurrent operations can be viewed in different orders by different processes.
Notice that the characterization of CC is independent of the assumed system environment and the particular implementations that are used to ensure it. The read and write operations may be executed locally or remotely by communicating with one or more other nodes. Only the values written by update operations and returned by read operations, and the local order in which nodes issue the operations are used in the definition of CC.
System model

The underlying distributed system
The underlying distributed system consists of a set of nodes that communicate by exchanging messages through a network. There is neither a shared memory nor a common physical clock. Moreover, each node proceeds at its own speed, communication delays are arbitrary and the network is assumed to be reliable (i.e., no node crash, no message loss). Communication channels are not necessarily FIFO. Albeit important, system failures are not considered here. Thus, the underlying distributed system corresponds to the well known asynchronous reliable distributed model.
The case of one service (a single object)
We first consider the simple case where there is a single object that is replicated. Let this object be x. Three sets of nodes are associated with x (figure 1).
• Permanent Servers(x) is a statically defined set of nodes {s i ,s j ,. . . }. Each of these nodes manages a copy of x and all nodes cooperate to keep the copies consistent. This set constitutes the base implementation of x. In figure 1 , this set is represented by the most interior oval.
• Potential Servers(x) is a statically defined set of nodes {s k ,s l ,. . . }. Each of these nodes is not initially provided with a copy of x but it can create or delete (when it has one) such a copy. At any time during the lifetime of the system, this set is partitioned into two subsets (separated by a dotted oval in figure 1 ): the members of Potential Servers(x) that have a copy of x and the members that do not currently have its copy.
Creation of a copy of x by a node of Potential Servers(x) is ruled by a policy that can be defined by the system designer (e.g., if there is a user of x on this node, if a client node requests it to access x, if creation of a copy at this node decreases the load of the network, etc). Section 4 describes the protocol (mechanism) executed when a potential server creates a local copy of an object. Deletion of a copy can be defined either by the system designer (e.g., when the copy is no more accessed or requested at this potential server) or by the protocol implementing consistency (see section 3.3 and section 4).
• Clients(x) represents the (dynamically defined) set of nodes that do not belong to Permanent Servers(x) ∪ Potential Servers(x) but can access the object x. A node in Clients(x) accesses x by addressing a permanent or potential server of x through a RPC-like mechanism. Potentially, all nodes of the system that are neither a permanent server nor a potential server of x constitute Clients(x).
From an operational point of view, these three sets of nodes for object x can be seen in the following way: Permanent Servers(x) represents the set of nodes acting as a 'stable' memory implementing the consistency and the permanence of x; Potential Servers(x) represents the set of nodes that are allowed to have a 'cached value' of x while Clients(x) represents the set of nodes that can remotely access x but are not allowed to maintain a copy of x (due to access control or insufficient resource reasons).
According to the previous system model, each potential server s i of x has the following variables:
• A flag present i (x) that indicates if s i currently has a copy of x. When it has one (present i (x) = yes), the protocol ensures that this copy is causally consistent. • A pointer attached to i (x) that indicates the member of Permanent Servers(x) to which s i sends requests for a copy of x when it needs one. In this paper we assume that the value of this variable remains constant but it could dynamically change to adapt to load changes or to failures of permanent servers.
Similarly, each permanent server s i for x has the following variable:
• A set provider for i (x) which includes all potential servers of x that receive their copy of x from s i . So, we have:
Finally, each potential or permanent server for an object x manages the following variable.
• A node name last writer i (x) that contains the identity of the (permanent or potential) node that produced the value of x currently stored by s i (when s i is a potential server with present i (x) = no, this value is irrelevant). 
The case of multiple related services (objects)
In general, services may be related to each other. For example, a document sharing service may depend on a name service and a file service. This introduces consistency requirements across copies of multiple objects that correspond to the different but related services. Let us consider figure 2 where permanent and potential servers of two related objects x a and x b are represented (dotted ovals have the same meaning as in figure 1 ). We have:
• node s i is a permanent server for both x a and x b ;
• node s j is a potential server (with a copy) for x a and a permanent server for x b ; • node s k is a potential server (without a copy) for x a and a permanent server for x b ; • node s l is a client for x a and a permanent server for x b .
A server node for one object (e.g., s l ) can be a client for another object. We will consider in the following, without loss of generality, only nodes that are permanent or potential servers for at least one object in a set of related objects.
The fact that there are distinct sets of servers with copies of different but related objects can create a mutual consistency problem that the underlying consistency protocols must solve. The problem is the following one. Let s be a node that is a server with copies of the two objects x a and x b , and let us consider the following situation: s receives an update for x b and this update depends † on some previous update to x a that has not yet been applied to its copy of x a . How should s process this update? Two cases are possible according to the status (permanent/potential) of s with respect to x a :
• s is a permanent server for x a (that is the case of s i in figure 2 ). In this case, s has to wait for the update of x a to arrive before processing the update of x b . This is necessary to avoid a violation of CC as a result of accessing the old value of x a after the new value of x b is read.
• s is a potential server for x a (that is the case of s j in figure 2 ). In that case, s can invalidate its copy of x a and process immediately the update of x b . This ensures that the causally overwritten copy of x a cannot be accessed at the node. If x a is accessed by s in the future, a newer copy has to be fetched by it.
The consistency test that solves this problem constitutes the core of the protocol described in the following section.
The consistency protocol
Section 2 has introduced the consistency criterion (namely causal consistency) and section 3 has presented a system model for replicating a collection of related distributed services. This section presents a protocol implementing this consistency criterion in this architecture.
Tracking causality
The most fundamental data structure to track causality relations and implement causally consistent objects is a twodimensional matrix of integers [2, 4, 10, 11] . Although a version vector is sufficient for tracking causality in the full replication case where related objects have copies at all server nodes, partial replication, which allows different servers to have copies of different subsets of related objects, requires that information about updates to each object be recorded separately. For example, consider server node s i with copies of objects x a and x b , and server node s j with copies of objects x b and x c . Assume that s i updates x a and then x b , and sends the updated value of x b to s j . If only a version vector is used, s i will increment its entry twice when it performs the two updates. When s j receives the updated value of x b , it will not be able to know if the two updates were both to x b or if one was to an object that s j does not store. In the former case, s j has to wait for the previous update to arrive whereas such an update will never arrive in the latter case because s j does not store a copy of the updated object. To be able to distinguish between these cases, the updates to different objects have to be recorded separately which requires a matrix structure for tracking the causality information.
Let O = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m } be the set of related objects across which consistency needs to be provided and S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } be the set of all nodes that are permanent or potential servers for at least one object in O. CM i [1..m, 1..n] is the causality matrix † managed by a node s i in S. Its meaning is the following one: 
Mechanism for propagating updates
To maintain consistency of object copies, a node has to systematically add new values of objects that it stores. Such values can be received in messages that are sent to propagate new values of an object that is written by a server, or a potential server could request an object copy when it does † The causality matrix has entries for only those nodes that are a potential or permanent server for at least one object in a group of related objects. Entries are not kept for nodes that are clients only. We assume that pure clients do not directly communicate with each other and hence causality information is not propagated by communication between clients.
not have one. The propagation of updates to other servers as well as the processing of such messages depends on whether a node is a permanent or potential server for an object. Since a permanent server of an object x a provides long-term storage for it, updates to x a need to be sent to its permanent servers. On the other hand, a potential server for x a only needs to receive updates to x a when it has its copy and even in this case, the updates may not be sent if the server fetches consistent values when it needs them. A new value of object x a received at server s i also brings new causality information based on when the value was written. As indicated in section 3.3, some of the object copies existing at s i could become inconsistent according to this causality information. If s i is a permanent server for a set of objects, it needs to maintain their copies and hence must wait for causally preceding updates to arrive before the new value of x a is added. Since s i may not receive updates for objects for which it is a potential server, it is not correct to wait for those updates. Our protocol handles this problem by removing overwritten copies of such objects when it processes the updated value of x a . Since how updates are propagated and processed constitute the most important parts of the protocol, we describe them in detail. ) (including itself). As in the previous case, this ensures all permanent servers for x a will receive the update message informing them that the node s i has written a new value for x a . How a permanent server processes this message is described in the next section.
Updates from potential members to permanent members.
Updates from permanent members to potential members. Two nodes that are potential servers for an object x a do not communicate directly as far as x a is concerned. Updates of x a are disseminated to them from permanent servers of x a . To do this dissemination two different mechanisms are possible according to the access pattern of the object at the potential server.
• In the push-based approach a permanent server node s i that receives an update message for x a systematically forwards this message to the nodes included in Both mechanisms can coexist. Some objects can be updated with the push-based approach while others are updated with the pull-based approach.
To wait or to invalidate
Consistency checks are based on vector comparisons. A vector is actually a row of a causality matrix: the vector CM1[b, * ] designates the bth row of CM1 (i.e., a version vector associated with a value of object x b ). The following three comparison operators are used (greater than or equal, greater than and concurrent, respectively):
The reader can check that from these definitions we have:
In our implementation these vector comparisons have the following meanings. Let us consider two updates of x b timestamped CM1 and CM2, respectively.
• Let us consider a node s i that receives a message m = update (j,a,new val a , CM  a ) . The previous section has described how this message is forwarded to other nodes. This section describes how s i processes this message. Note that in such an update message j is the identity of the node that produced the updated value contained in the message.
The problem that has to be solved has been mentioned at the end of section 3.3. Informally:
• First, for all the objects x b for which s i is a permanent server (s i ∈ Permanent Servers(x b )), s i has to delay the update of the local copy of x a in order to avoid violation of CC for x b . This is expressed by statement (S1) ( figure 3 ).
• Second, for all the objects x c such that s i ∈ Potential Servers(x c ) and present i (x c ) = yes, s i can immediately invalidate their local copies if those copies can violate CC (due to the copy of x a being updated with the new value contained in the message). This is expressed by statement (S2) (figure 3).
The causality relations currently known by s i (they are described by CM i ) and those piggybacked by the message m (namely, CM a ), allow a formal description of update message processing as described in figure 3 . The delay statement delays the processing of the concerned message until some conditions are satisfied; those conditions (conditions C1, C2, C3 and C4 in statements (S1) and (S2)) are on the value of CM i . When the processing of an update message is delayed, other update messages can be processed if their conditions are satisfied. (Lines of comment are preceded by %.) Statement (S1) ensures that all updates that causally precede the value of x a in m (i.e., precede the write operation that produced this value) and that concern objects for which s i is a permanent server are processed before m. This guarantees CC for objects for which s i is a permanent server. If s i is a potential server for x a and the received value of x a is causally overwritten according to the information in
, it is discarded and no processing is necessary. This is possible because s i need not process all updates to objects for which it is a potential server. As the received value for x a has been defined by s j , the following simpler test, namely,
a [a, * ] to determine if this new value is causally overwritten.
Basically statement (S2) is similar to statement (S1). It ensures that causal consistency is not violated for objects for which s i is a potential server. Let us consider an object x c for which s i is a potential server. If s i was a permanent server for it, s i should wait until all causally preceding updates have been applied to its copy of x c (see condition C2). As s i is only a potential server for x c , it does not have to wait for these updates to arrive; the price it has to pay to ensure CC is only to invalidate its current copy of x c , so the condition C4 follows. The statement (S2) uses a very conservative policy (condition C4) to delete local copies of objects. A less conservative policy could be used by replacing C4 by the less constrained condition C4 where C4 is (present i It is interesting to note that in the particular case where there are no potential servers for any object (i.e., ∀ x a ∈ O : Potential Servers(x a ) = φ), the second part of the statement (S1) and the statement (S2) disappear; the resulting protocol becomes similar to the one used in the Isis system [2] for delivering causally ordered messages across overlapping groups (the set Permanent Servers(x a ) constituting the group associated with x a ). 
Creation and deletion of objects
The procedures Create and Delete are used by potential servers of objects to add or remove a copy of an object. The simplest procedure is the deletion of a copy of an object x a by one of its potential servers s i :
procedure Delete 
Creation and deletion of service instances
The protocol presents a set of mechanisms: how to create and delete service instances to improve performance, and how to disseminate updated values to potential servers using a pull or push mechanism. Policies that determine when these mechanisms should be used can have significant impact on the overall performance of the system. For example, one policy should monitor access patterns in the system. If it detects that there are lot of access requests and a service instance does not exist in a neighbourhood, one should be created at a potential server. The creation of such a server instance could have significant overhead because copies of the objects that implement the service must be transmitted to the potential server. Thus, the object size and the expected number of invocations of the service must both be considered in deciding when to create a service instance at a potential server node. If the object state is large and most of it is read-only, such a state can be saved locally across multiple creation and deletion operations to avoid the transmission of the entire object state each time the service is created.
A similar policy is necessary to decide when a push or a pull mechanism needs to be used to disseminate new object values to potential servers that have copies of an object. Such a policy needs to monitor access patterns to detect if a potential server node frequently has to fetch new object copies. If this is the case, the permanent server from which the potential server creates its copy should push new values it receives to the potential server. On the other hand, if a server accesses an object infrequently and several updates may be performed between consecutive accesses, it is desirable that not all updates be sent to the server. In this case, if latency of a pull operation can be tolerated, better performance can be achieved if the potential server pulls an object copy from a permanent server when it needs to access the object. Of course, a hybrid policy, which makes use of both pull and push mechanisms is what will be used in a system where different client neighbourhoods have widely varying access patterns. Our protocol makes it possible to use such a hybrid policy.
Comparison with related work
We have presented a protocol for maintaining CC among replicated copies of objects that implement a set of related services. As mentioned earlier, several papers have presented implementations of CC. In this section, we compare our protocol with these implementations.
The Isis system [2] (and others that include Horus [12] , Transis [3] , Totem [8] , Psynch [9] ) † provides causally ordered group communication which can be used to maintain CC among replicated objects. To maintain consistency across multiple related objects, causal ordering has to be guaranteed † It is important to note that these systems also put strong emphasis on reliability and hence address failures. Since we do not address faulttolerance in this paper, the comparison with these systems is not complete. across messages that are sent to different groups. The control information required by the Isis CBCAST implementation in this case is the same as the matrix used by our protocol. This is due to the fact that vector timestamps for each such group will be included in messages and stored at member nodes. The protocol we developed exploits the fact that object values can be overwritten and hence it does not require that messages containing values of all updates to an object be received by the object's potential servers. Thus, our protocol allows a potential server to control the update propagation rate based on the communication resources available and the timeliness requirements for propagating new object values.
The creation and deletion of service instances at potential servers will result in view change when CBCAST is used. View changes are costly because strong consistency (called view synchronous communication) is required for the control object that corresponds to group membership. In our protocol, we can separate the cases when view changes happen due to creation and deletion of service instances at potential servers, which are driven by performance concerns, from view changes that are triggered by failures. In the former case, which is addressed in this paper, we can make the view changes light-weight operations (they require communication with just one permanent server). This is possible because our protocol makes use of the read/write semantics of objects and employs both pull and push styles of communication to ensure CC. Thus, potential servers can miss some updates when view change is not synchronous but still can pull a consistent value of the object when they need to access it.
Other related works that explore implementations of CC are described in [1, 10] . They do not explore creation and deletion of server instances and most protocols are either pull or push-based. Thus, they include a particular policy for propagating updates whereas our protocol can exploit a policy that makes use of both, according to service access patterns.
Conclusion
This paper focused on developing implementations of distributed services when service instances can be created and deleted dynamically. We investigated CC as the consistency criterion for such services; moreover an efficient protocol that implements it has been developed. Three types of nodes have been identified, namely, permanent server, potential server and client. The state of a service is encapsulated in an object which is replicated on a certain number of permanent servers. Potential servers of a service can also have a copy of its state but these copies are not permanent (they can be created and deleted dynamically according to performance or locality motivations). A client node can access a service but does not manage an instance of it. Our protocol makes replication of objects transparent to users as they perceive a causally consistent set of services. The proposed protocol is novel in that it allows the system to adapt to service request patterns by dynamically creating and deleting service instances at potential servers. It could also use both pull-and push-based mechanisms for propagating updates to objects.
We are now pursuing this work by addressing faulttolerance issues. In the long term execution of the system, it is also desirable to add new permanent servers and to delete existing ones. Such membership changes can also be induced by failures. The reliability of the permanent servers of a service, which constitute a group, can be addressed using concepts and techniques described in [3, 8, 9, 12] .
